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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a retainer assembly for holding a door of a vehicle in an opened position, which retainer assembly comprises a frame
member (2') to be supported by the body of the vehicle and to be fastened below said door, and an arm (1') which comprises a support part (4')
for holding said door of the vehicle, which arm is turnably fastened to the frame member (2') by means of a joint means (5') and which, when the
retainer assembly is in a locked position, is by means of a stop part (3') of the retainer assembly arranged to be at a first angle to the frame member
in such a manner that the stop part prevents the arm (1') from turning to a second angle and thus holds said door of the vehicle in the opened
position, which retainer assembly comprises releasing means (50', 51') for releasing the arm (1') from the stop part (3') in such a manner that the
arm can be turned to the second angle with respect to the frame member (2') for setting the retainer assembly in a second position, in which it is
when the door of the vehicle is closed. So as to make the retainer assembly easy to use and structurally simple, the stop part (3') is positioned in
the frame member (2'), the support part (4') is arranged for a free support of said door of the vehicle, and the releasing means (50', 51') comprise a
spring (51') whose springback power is arranged to hold the arm (1') against the frame member (2') and stop part (3'), whereby when the retainer
assembly is in the locked position, the arm can be turned away from the frame member (2') against the springback force of the spring (51') to release
the arm from the stop part (3') and to allow the turning of the arm from the first angle to the second angle for setting the retainer assembly to a
second position which is a storage position of the retainer assembly. <IMAGE>
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